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Not a moment too soon 
By Kevin Gergely 
S. pring break is peculiar to college life; business-men don't usually travel to Florida in the mid-
dle of March, nor do clerks, nurses or waitresses. 
It makes sense. Students are aware of their psy-
chological, emotional and physical need for the 
break. Full-time college students put in an average 
of 16 grueling hours a week under exhaustive class-
room conditions. Outside of class, they deal with 
insurmountable homework as well as a constant 
barrage of social obligations. 
In the real world -- which is the way non-college 
people so smugly refer to themselves -- there is no 
need for anything so trivial as recreation in the 
wintertime. Vacation is something one does in the 
summer. That's enough fun for anyone, unless that 
person is in college. Marshall students, of course, 
take spring break for granted. By March 1, students 
haven't had a prolonged break since Christmas or a 
dark tan since August. The university owes them 
time off; it's a basic civil liberty. But students 
didn't always get a spring break at Marshall. And 
even though the students' tenuous sanity necessi-
tates a break, it was put into the schedule for rea-
sons entirely unrelated to health or travel. Spring 
vacation began only 12 years ago -- not a moment 
too soon. 
Through the 1970-71 year, the fall term con-
tinued after Christmas to mid-January. Spring 
semester didn't begin until the end of that month 
and it dragged on until nearly June. 
II; 
See Bre~k Page 4 
Spring break schedule for 
other West Virginia schools: 
Feb. 22- March 1 
Alderson Broaddus College 
March 3-11 
WV University 
WV Institute of Technology 
The University of Charleston 
March 10-18 
Marshall University 
Fairmont State College 
Glenville State College 
Shepherd College 
Bethany College 
West Liberty State College 
March 18-25 
WV School of Osteopathic Medicine 
WV State College 
WV Wesleyan College 
March 21- Aprtl 1 
Bluefield State College 
March 24- Aprtl 1 
Parkersburg Community College 
Davis and Elkins College 




We at . JCPenney would like 
to offer our sincerest thanks 
to Coach Rick Huckabay and 
Huck's Herd for their recent 
visit to our Sp9rting Goods 
Department. 
Congratulations on an out-
standing season and our best 
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This blatant absurdity was not cor-
rected until the 1971 fall semester 
when Marshall implemented the 
" quick calendar." Faculty members 
voted to alter the schedule because 
few liked having to finish the semes-
ter after Christmas vacation. 
The new calendar, which is still 
used , permitted the completion of 
the fall semester before Christmas, 
allowing students to relax and not 
worry about academic tomfoolery. 
Spring semester began earlier in Jan-
uary and was done with by early May. 
A small problem occurred with the 
new schedule. There were no holi-
days until Easter, which now fell just 
before finals.- Students were 
appalled . It was unreasonable to even 
suggest going two months without 
any days off, other than weekends, of 
course. It was obvious something had 
to be done. 
The answer was spring break -- a 
vacation to combat the monotony 
between Christmas and summer 
vacations. 
The arduous task of preparing the 
calendar and deciding when Sp[ing 
break should be belongs to Registrar 
Robert Eddins. Because the sole logic 
behind spring vacation is to provide a 
break within the term, he has, over 
the years, efficiently scheduled it for 
the middle of the semester. 
But spring break actually occurs in 
winter. This is a dilemma for those 
who want, and righteously deserve, a 
traditional spring break at the beach. 
" Spring break," they proclaim, 
" should be in spring." Eddins thinks 
their reasoning is unsound . 
"We don' t pay any attention to 
weather," he said . " Weather is not 
our concern," he said . 
" Spring break, as far as the admin-
istration is concerned, is to provide a 
break .. . what people do with that 
break is their business," he said. 
Marshall's calendar further trus-
trates students by not coordinating 
Marshall's break with West Virginia 
University's. 
Many students say they would like 
to have spring vacation at the same 
time as their friends at WVU, Eddins 
said . 
"I can't call WVU and say, 'Well 
boys, when are ya gonna have spring 
break?' " 
For some reason, students aren't 
satisfied . Perhaps the break should be 
longer. Maybe students aren't get-
ting excited about vacation in the 
wintertime. 
For example, when Harrisville 
senior Steve Stanley was asked what 
he was going to do over the break, he 
replied, " Nothing." 
When Summersville junior Pamela 
McClung was asked where she was 
going during spring vacation , she 
said, " Nowhere." 
But Mcclung seems to have 
adapted nicely. She said she doesn't 
care that spring break is in the winter. 
" Everyone wants to get a break 






The Tri-State offers many places of interest for vacationers. 
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Spring fever got you down? 
By Kelly Bragg 
You've survived winter -- icy roads, 10-degree-below-zero weather, 
several nasty colds and mom's reme-
dies sent to you through the mail. 
Now, when you think you've been 
through it all you get hit by a gigantic 
case of cabin fever. 
People everywhere look fervently 
for ways of escaping winter. Some of 
them even leave the discovery of 
spring up to a furry rodent in Punxsat-
awney, Pennsylvania. This year the lit-
tle guy said to expect six more weeks 
of the grisly season . Of course, 
groundhogs have the option of hib-
ernating for the six weeks they so gli-
bly predict for beings human. 
However, humans can fight batk. 
Mother Nature has provided her 
favorite creatures with the wonder-
ful, terrible effects of spring fever. 
Mama goofed, unfortunately. 
Spring fever can refer to the exhil-
erating feelings people get when the 
thermomete r finally rises above 32 
degress as well as the agony of wish-
ing the thermometer would rise 
above freezing . 
Dr. Joseph Wyatt, assistant profes-
sor of psychology and the director of 
the psychology clinic, defines spring 
fever as a mass lifting of depression, 
or returning to a lively outlook after 
being cooped up all winter. 
" Sometimes it's simply a reaction 
to being deprived of doing all the 
activities we usually do in the spring. 
Other times spring fever can refer to 
the feeling we get from being 
deprived of our favorite activities," 
Wyatt explains. 
" Spring fever can be both a cause 
and a result of winter inactivity. 
" It might have something to do 
with being indoors -- cabin fever 
might explain it better. Spring brings 
an increase in mood, new situations 
and the chance to do things you can't 
do indoors during the winter like play 
frisbee or baseball." 
Dr. Elaine Baker, associate profes-
sor of psychology, defines spring 
fever as a release from unpleasant 
feelings which are associated with 
cold weather, lack of sunshine and 
prolonged work. 
"School is stressful; the longer you 
stay in school, the more stress accum-
ulates. By the time spring comes, stu-
dents feel the most stress," she said. 
" I don't know how people func-
tion who work all year w_ithout a 
spring break. Most students and 
faculty can't work continuously 52 
weeks out of the year. We live on a 
different time scale than the rest of 
society -- it alters our times of stress. 
Certain times that are bad for us, say 
Before heading out for your 
Spring Break 
Stop in at 
For all your favorite Subs 
and Beverages 
911 4th Ave. 
Mon.-Thurs. 
11 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Phone S23-SUBS 
Fri.-Sat. 
11 a.m.-12 midnight 
Sunday 
1 p.m.-9 p.m. 
exam week, are not necessarily bad 
for others," she said. 
Wyatt refers to spring fever as "a 
kind of vague, general term used to 
explain why people do what they do. 
People feel more comfortable when 
they have some sort of label to attach 
to those who act strangely." 
So that's how adults who frolic like 
children, fly kites in the park and 
growl at puppies on their hands and 
knees are let off with the flimsy 
excuse of " I've got spring fever." 
Spring fever also gives many peo-
ple the chance to put off doing what 
needs to be done. Marshall Univer-
sity provides the perfect way out for 
hard<ore procrastinators -- spring 
break. If a student would rath~r play 
in the sun on the first acceptable day 
of the year, rather than study for 
upcoming exams, he or she can 
5 
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always say, " I' ll get to that during 
spring break." 
The only trouble is, it's very diffi-
cult to cram an entire semester into 
one short week. However, students 
will try. 
Dr. Wyatt suggests organizing your 
time during spring break and doing 
something worthwhile. 
" Spring break is five days long. If a 
person got up every morning and 
worked for two hours -- say from 10 
to 12 -- they'd get 10 hours of work 
done," he said. 
But work during spring break 
doesn't appeal to most people. Work 
during any part of the year doesn't 
appeal to most people. Moststudents 
at MU probably agree with Dr. Bak-
er's final comment: "What I can't 
understand is, why don't we get a 
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ly Kathy CIObe 
T he thought of spring brea~ got you downl 
Your walret's so flat you can't even afford to think 
about a trip to the sunny south and Florida 
beaches. Or maybe you don't relish the idea of 
driving hundreds of miles crammed into a Volks-
wagen Rabbit with eight other people to spend 
three days laying around in the gritty sand and 
three nights sharing a single motel room with those 
same eight people 
Does the thought of doing something just 
because everyone else is doing it bother y-0ul Are 
you seeking something out of the ordinary --
something meant just for you? 
Well, take heart. You can take a spring break 
vacation 
If a vacation on a shoestring or just something 
that's close to home is _what you're after, West 
Virginia, Kentucky and Ohio could be considered a 
traveler's paradise. From art to athletics, from crea-
tive crafts to camping -- the three states abound in 
opportunities for vacations. 
What can you expect? Well, what do you want? 
The possibilities are as unlimited as the imagina-
tion. Take West Virginia, for example. 
An alphabetical tour of the Mountain State 
might start in Berkeley Springs. It is rooted in his-
tory; its springs, famous for their supposedly cura-
tive properties, drew Indians from as far away as 
Canada long before the Europeans even heard of 
them. 
Advocated by George Washington and Lord 
Fairfax, the springs were popular with the colonial 
elite. Berkeley Springs was founded in 1776, under 
the name of Bath, which is still its official name. 
George and Martha Washington owned a summer 
home there. 
Its appeal from the colonial era continues even 
today. Water flows from five main sources at a 
constant temperature of 74. At Berkeley Springs 
State Park, bathhouses offer baths, massages and 
other heat treatments for visitors who might want 
to pamper themselves. The main bathhouse is 
open Monday through Thursday, 8:30 to 5; Friday, 
8:30 to 9; Saturday, 8:30 to 6; and Sunday, noon to 
6. A combined bath and massage costs $15; bath 
only, $6.50 to $9. 
Just a quarter-mile northwest of town on W.Va. 
9W, Berkeley Castle overlooks the town. Built in 
1886-1890 by Col. Samuel Taylor Suit, the castle is 
furnished with many high-quality antiques of the 
Victorian era. A taped orientation aids visitors in 
tours of the castle, open daily from 8 to 8. Admis-
sion is $3 for adults, $2.50 for those over 65, and 
$1.50 for those 3 to 12. 
In Brooke County, Bethany and Bethany College 
offer their own little bits of history. The home of 
Alexander Campbell, founder of Bethany College, 
is a 27-room mansion furnished in period. The 
Delta Tau Delta fraternity Founders House features 
a museum on early fratern ity life. Both are open 
daily by appointment - the Campbell house at 
(304) 829-7341; Founders House at (304) 829-7412. 
Charleston, the state capital, offers a wealth of 
activities for a shoestring vacation, from recreation 
through culture and history. 
Coonskin Park, eight miles north of Charleston 
on W.Va. 114, is 1,000 acres of trails, tennis courts, 
paddle boats, picnicking, skeet shooting and also 
has a driving range. Skiing is available in season at 
the park, which is open from dawn to dusk. 
The Cultural Center at Greenbrier and Washing-
ton streets in the Capitol Complex houses a 500-
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Road maps, tour guides, car keys and credit cards -- all key elements for successful spring 
vacation. -
museum. In the museum are exhibits dealing with ble at (304) 725-7001. 
the Civil War and John Brown, a settler's cabin and The courthouse, at George and Washington 
a country store. Guided tours are available during streets, sits on land donated by Charles Washing-
museum hours -- Monday through Friday, 9 to 9 ton. The original one-room courthouse was incor-
and Saturday and Sunday, 1 to 9. Admission is free po rated into the present building; it was here that 
The Museums at Sunrise, 746 Myrtle Ave., are John Brown was tried. Hours: Monday through 
two mansions of historical interest. One, Sunrise, Friday, 9 to 5. 
has a children's museum an$ planetarium, cultural · Davis, W.Va., has several things to offer a spring 
exhibits, an animal exhibition area and a garden break vacationer. At 3,200 feet above sea level, 
center. The adjacent mansion houses an art gallery Davis is the highest incorporated town in West 
of permanent and rotating exhibits. Hours : Tues- Virginia. Its altitude gives Canaan Mountain, one-
day through Saturday, 10 to 5; Sundays, 2 to 5. half mile from town, a superb view from its 3,800-
Planetarium shows, Saturday and Sunday at 3. Free, foot summit. 
except planetarium, which is $1; senior citizens Blackwater Falls State Park sits on 1,688 acres 
and under 18, $.50. about a quarter-mile southwest of Davis on W.Va. 
A trip to Charleston also might include a stop at 32. Sixty-three feet high, the falls flow into a gorge 
the State Capitol. Located on Kanawha Boulevard more than 500 feet deep. There is an observation 
facing the Kanwaha River, the Capitol is highligh- point at the rim of the falls and stairs to the foot of 
ted by its rotunda's golden dome, 180 feet above the gorge. Cabins are available year-round; further 
the floor. From · its center hangs a rock-crystal details are available at (304) 259-5216. 
chandelier, 8 feet in diameter and weighing 2 tons. 
Sliding bronze doors on the river side of the A visit to Fayetteville might take a vacationer 
Capitol include a panel design showing leaves of across the New River Gorge Bridge. Northwest of 
West Virginia's native trees; that theme is repeated Fayetteville on U.S. 19, the bridge is one of the 
on the second-floor ceiling. Guide service is availa- longest main arch span bridges in the world and 
ble. Hours: Monday through Saturday, 8:30 to one of the highest bridges in th,e nation. The steel 
4:30; Sunday, 1 to 4:30. The Governor's Mansion is span stretches 1,700 feet across the New River 
open Thursday and Friday from 9:30 a.m. until Gorge; at 876 feet, it is 325 feet higher than the 
11 :30 a.m. Admission is free Washington Monument. 
A trek into eastern West Virginia brings the History buffs might enjoy a visit to either Grafton 
spring break vacationer to Charles Town, named or Harpers Ferry. Incorporated in 1856, Grafton was 
for George Washington's brother, who laid outthe a key point during the Civil War because of its 
town in 1786. John Brown was tried and hanged for strategic location on the B&O Railroad . T. Bailey 
treason here after his raid on Harpers Ferry. Brown, the first Union soldier killed in the Civil 
For sports enthusiasts, the Charles Town Race War, is buried in Grafton National Cemetery. 
Course, one mile east of town on U.S. 340, opened 
for racing this month. Schedule details are availa- See TRAVEL, Page 7 
break away 84 Monday, Feb. 27, 1984 
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Also in Grafton, Andrews Methodist Church, 
scene of the first Mother's Day observance on May 
10, 1908, is open daily from 9 to 9. 
Both the town of Harpers Ferry and the Harpers 
Ferry National Historical Park abound with memo-
rabilia and artifacts of the Civil War era. The park, 
which is still under development, consists of five 
separate tracts of land -- in Harpers Ferry; on 
Bolivar Heights and Loudoun Heights, W.Va.; on 
Maryland Heights, Md.; and on Short Hill, Va. 
Landmarks include John Brown's Fort, the Stone 
Steps, the Jefferson Rock and the earthworks and 
gun emplacements used by Federal and Confeder-
ate troops. Several buildings have been restored 
and furnished in 19th-century style. 
Among specific points of interest in the Harpers 
Ferry area are the Harper House, an ante-bellum 
house built in 1792 and furnished in mid-19th cen-
tury style. It is open daily from 8 to 5 at no charge. 
John Brown's Fort, the old brick armory firehouse 
and scene of Brown's capture, also is free to the 
public, daily from 8 to 5. 
The Master Armorer's House is mid-19th cen-
tury house built for the chief gunsmith of the 
armory. It is now a museum dedicated to the his-
tory of gunmaking and includes exhibits on Storer 
College, one of the first schools established for 
freed slaves after the Civil War. Admission to the 
museum, which is open daily from 8 to 5, is free. 
If circumstances keep you in the greater Hun-
tington area, you don't have to succumb to cabin 
fever. If physical exercise is what you' re after, take a 
turn around the mile-long jogging path in Ritter 
Park. 
Is there something more cultured on your mind? 
Huntington Galleries offers 19th- and 20th-century 
painting and sculpture, 19th-century English and 
French painting, a firearms collection, Georgian 
silver and Americana. Also available are a child-
ren's museum, nature trails and a planetarium. 
Open Tuesday through Sunday, noon to 6; also 
::;:--- - - ._;_:~------ - ----- -· 
..,. 
Wednesday, 6 to 8. Admission is $2 for adults,$1 for 
senior citizens and students over 12. 
Or you might consider visits to one of the area's 
glass plants. Pilgrim Glass Corp., south of Interstate 
64 off W.Va. 75, has an observation deck from 
which visitors can watch glass being made during 
working hours Monday through Friday, 9 to 10, 
10:30 to 2:30, and 3 to 5. The Glass Gallery show-
room and gift shop is open Monday through Satur-
day, 9 to 5, and Sunday, 1 to 5. Admission is free. 
Milton, in Cabell County, is home to Blenko 
Glass Co. The Blenko artisans use the earliest 
known techniques of glassblowing and may be the 
only craftsmen in the country who handblow 
cathedral glass. 
Visitors to Leetown might stop at the Leetown 
wo~11WEST 
VIRGINIA 
National Fisheries center. There, scientists work to 
preserve and propagate fish species, and a special 
fishing/recreation area is available for the handi-
capped. The grounds are open daily during day-
light hours; the visitor center is open from 8 to 4. 
Admission is free. 
Lewisburg offers several opportunities for a West 
Virginia spring break. Historic Lewisburg encom-
passes some 54 churches, businesses and residen-
ces built during the 1800s. Maps for self-guiding 
tours are available at motels and the Chamber of 
Commerce, 119 W. Washington St. (304) 645-2080. 
Lewisburg's Old Stone Church was built of native 
stone by Scotch-Irish settlers in 1796 to replace a 
log structure. Housing the oldest continuously 
existing Presbyterian congregation in West Virgi-
nia, the church has the original slave balcony and 
7 
hand-hewn woodwork. It is open daily from 9 to 4 
at no charge. 
If your travels take you to the Monongahela 
National Forest, you'll find 850,000 acres in the 
Allegheny Mountains full of natural attractions. 
Some are visible from the summit of 4,862-foot 
Spruce Knob; other include the Cranberry Glades, 
the Gaudinee Scenic Area, and the Dolly Sods and 
Otter Creek wilderness areas. Otter Creek offers 
hiking trails through mountainous terrain. 
Many good scenic routes cross the forest; U.S. 
250 offers some exceptional scenery, and U.S. 33 
from Elkins east to Franklin also offers some splen-
did views. Stuart Memorial Drive climbs 2,000 feet 
to the summit of Bickle Knob {4,008 feet). A single-
lane road of packed gravel, it often is impassable 
because of snow well into April. · 
Moundsville offers at least one sight unique to 
West Virginia. Prabhupada's Palace of God is a 
gilded masterpiece of craftwork dedicated to the 
spiritual founder of the Hare Krishna movement. 
Ten elaborate rooms are decorated with 22-karat 
gold carvings, teak doors and woodwork, stained-
glass windows, crystal chandeliers and hand-
painted murals. Pillars, floors and walls are inlaid 
with marble and onyx from Africa, Italy and 
Germany. 
Opposite the West Virginia Penitentiary, travel-
ers to Moundsville will find the Grave Creek 
Mound, considered the tallest prehistoric Indian 
burial mound in the world. Built between 1,000and 
2,000 years ago, the 69-foot mound originally was 
surrounded by a moat crossed by two passageways. 
The mound and the Delf Norona Museum, which 
contains a collection of artifacts of the Adena 
period, are open Monday through Friday, 10 to 
4:30; Saturday, noon to 5;Sunday 1 to 5. Admission 
to the museum, $1; ages 6 to 18, $.SO. Park is free. 
Moving into Mason County, the traveler will find 
Point Pleasant Monument State Park, more com-
monly known as Tu-endie-wei Park. At the•junc-
tion of the Ohio and Kanawha rivers, the park 
commemorates what many consider to be the first 
See VACATION, Page 18 
Southern pines reach for the sky above a carpet of lush foliage along the 
Appalachian Trail in North Carolina. Photo courtesy of the Appalachian 
Trail Conference. 
Start off spring the right 
way, with a professional 
haircut and style at Gary's 
Beauty Salon. 
Full Service Salon 
For the Continental Touch 
1327 4th Ave. Huntington, WV 25704 
Discount to ALL MU Students 
Gary Workman - owner/operator 
Ann Rogers - operator 
Marlene Hara, n - operator 
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Planning helps start 
hiking enthusiasts 
off on the right foot 
By Kevin <iergely 
B ackpacking is not as tough as it used to be; the equipment is better and lighter and hikers don't have to eat beef jerky anymore. 
The thought of carrying a 70-pound pack up and down a mountainous trail 
discourages many would-be hikers. No one likes lower back trouble or cold, 
canned beans -- not even in the great outdoors. 
But modern technology has revolutionized the sport. Thousands of new· 
products designed for outdoorsmen are flooding the rapidly growing market. 
They have made backpacking more enjoyable. They also have made the costs 
much higher. 
Without a certain amount of planning, an enjoyable outing can become a 
miserable and expensive fiasco. Pack the equipment you need'and nothing 
else. Every ounce counts when •you carry it on your back. 
Beginners should rent before buying anything. The mountains are not for 
everyone. Often a person's first trip is his last, leaving a closet full of costly 
gear. Many rental stores and sporting goods shops have package deals on 
everything that's needed. 
Compare prices and products when buying equipment. Many catalogues 
have extensive selections. A few of them are: LL. Bean (Freeport, Maine 
04033), Eastern Mountain Sports (Vose Farm Road, Peterborough, New Hamp-
shire 03458), REI (P.O. Box C-88125 Seattle, Washington 98188) and Early 
Winters (110 Prefontaine Place South, Seattle, Washington 98104). 
Hiking requires good boots which should be broken in before the first day 
on the trail. Jean Cashin, information specialist for the Appalachian Trail 
Conference, said most of the people who give up before hiking 100 miles, do 
so because of blisters and shin splints. 
She said most people don't realize how demanding the sport is. She recom-
mends buying equipment well ahead of time and going on short hikes with a 
full load. This breaks in the equipment and conditions the hiker. 
Boots should be light and easy to waterproof. They should be tight enough 
so your feet, with two pairs of socks, don't slide in them when walking up a 
steep hill. High top tennis shoes can also be used for short trips. 
Backpacks come in two designs -- internal and external ·frames. Internal 
. · frame packs are a little more comfortable, external ones carry a bigger load. 
It's up to the individual. 
A sleeping bag must be light and compressible. They are made for certain 
temperature ranges so make sure you get the right one. Stay away from goose 
down filling. It's warm unless it gets wet, which it will if you are out for very 
many days. -Synthetic filling is better. 
Ensolite or Therm-a-rest ground pads help you stay warm and make sleep-
ing much more comfortable. Sleeping on the ground will never feel better --
it's a wise investment. 
Pizza Bread Special 
Only $1.59 
for our LARGE Pizza Bread Sandwich. we make it just like our 
pizza, but on our Italian bun, with Pizza Sauce and Provolone 
Cheese. Add additional items of your choice. 20c each: peppe-
roni, sausage. mushrooms ... 
Baked to Your Order 
Offer gOOd thru March 2 Hours 
Monday-Thursday IO a.m.-Mldnlght 
Friday and Saturday lo a.m.- 1 a.m. 
Sunday 3 p.m.-Midnlght 
5 22-4134 
WE DELIVER TO ONE MILE RADIUS 
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State offers many backpacking trails 
Tents have been improved greatly over the last few years. New materials 
such as Gore-Tex pack light and are water repellent. Tents that weighed 20 
pounds a few years ago now weigh one-fourth of that. Again it's a matter of 
personal preference. Waterproof the rainfly if the tent is only "water resist-
ant." Also, make sure you set it up once before going out on the trail. 
Sporting goods stores carry a wide array of outdoor attire. You could spend 
hundreds of dollars in a matter of minutes. Quality clothes are worth it if you 
know you will get plenty of use out of them. If you're not sure, look in the 
closet for what you need. 
Clothes should be loose-fitting and comfortable. Wear synthetic pants -- it 
takes too long for cotton blue-jeans to dry. Bring extra socks, a T-shirt and 
some kind of heavy, warm-when-wet shirt. Be prepared for all weather condi-
tions with gloves and a ski cap. You need a jacket in the summer; be prepared 
for snow the rest of the year. If you don't take a raincoat you'll wish you had 
stayed home. 
If you must buy an expensive item, make it a first-aid kit. Then take all the 
precautions so it will never be needed. No smart backpacker goes without 
one. 
Without a certain amount of planning, an enjoyable outing can 
become a miserable and expensive fiasco. Pack· the equipment 
you need and nothing else. Every ounce counts when you carry it 
on your back. 
You need a roll of tape, canteen, water purification kit or iodine tablets, 
flashlight, candle, matches, soap, toothbrush and toothpaste, comb, toilet 
paper, notebook and pen, a small trash bag, insect repellent, compass, the 
appropriate topographic maps, a rain cover or garbage bag to protect your 
backpack, and a light clothes line. 
If you like to read, take a book. And, even though you could probably do 
without it, no real backpacker goes out without his Swiss army knife. 
Most backpackers don't bother with building fires. Primarily, white gas or. 
butane stoves are used for cooking. Pack-a 1- or 2-quart pot with a lid, spoon, 
bowl and cup. 
Don't pack food in cans or jars. It should be packed in Tupperware or in 
zip-lock bags. Most hikers prefer instant cereals, dried fruits, crackers, instant 
soups, pop-tarts, granola bars, Vienna sausages, sardines, cheese, peanut 
butter and freeze-dried dinners. 
The traditional image of campers gnawing on dried, salted beef is passe. You 
don't have to eat beef jerky unless you like it. 
All water should be considered unsafe for drinking unless it's known to be 
good. It should be treated chemically or boiled before it is consumed. Most 
hikers "camel up" when they reach a good water source. 
It's a good idea to bring a long piece of cord to hang your backpack from a 
tree limb at night. This keeps unfriendlies out of your food. Mice are a 
nuisance and bears aren't much better. 
If you have included all these items you have a. well-packed back. Now 
weigh the load. If it weighs more than one-third of your body weight, start all 
over again. Keeping the load down is crucial. 
"Remote for detachment, narrow for chosen company, wind-
ing for leisure, lonely for contemplation, the trail leads not 
merely north and south, but upward to the body, mind and soul 
of man." 
Harold Allen, hiker. 
Act like a hiker when you're on the trail. There are certain ethics that should 
be honored. 
Don't litter. People go backpacking because they love nature, so leave 
things looking natural. Clean up all your trash and any left behind by someone 
else. Burn what you can't take with you. 
Use wood that is already down for fires. Don't cut down trees or pick rare 
wildflowers. 
Don't set up camp too close to trails, roads or recreation areas. 
Leave no trace of a fire. Cover it with dirt and do the same for human waste. 
Carry water from streams to wash anything, including yourself. Other peo-
ple may want to get drinking water from the same stream. 
Use common sense. If an area is marked "closed," take another route. 
With these things in mind, you need to know where to go. That's easy. Excellent trails can be found nearby no matter where you live. 
For West Virginians, Monongahela National Forest offers the best facilities. 
This area contains four well-maintained trail systems. 
Cranberry Wilderness, located in Webster and Pocahontas counties has 70 
miles of trails. Dolly Sods and Otter Creek Wilderness, in Tucker and Ran-
dolph counties, have 65 miles of hiking paths. The Seneca Creek area, located 
in Randolph and Pendleton counties, has over 60 miles of trails. 
The predominantly hardwood and spruce environment provides 
outstanding hiking for anyone. The terrain varies from moderate paths to 
rugged climbs. 
A trek in Monongahela gives you the opportunity to enjoy the forest and 
wildlife in a well-preserved, natural setting. Wildlife includes West Virginia's 
famed black bear, white-tailed deer, wild turkey, grouse, snowshoe hare, 
cottontail rabbits, many varieties of birds and several species of snakes. 
The development of the Allegheny Trail brinss more opportunities to the 
state. The trail, with three sections already completed, begins at the Mason-
Dixon line, passes through Blackwater Falls State Park and Cass, and ends at 
"The Dock" near Watoga State Park - a total of more than 200 miles. The 
Allegheny trail, upon completion, will provide access to the Appalachian Trail. 
The Appalachian Trail stretches from Georgia to Maine and is within one 
day's drive from half of the United States. It's the lonsest condnuously marked 
trail in the world. 
Roughly 100 people each year travel the entire 2,100 miles, but ~ny others 
hike only sections at a time, or go out for just a day. 
Harold Allen, an experienced hiker, describes it as the ultimate expedition. 
"Remote for detachment, narrow for chosen company, winding for leisure, 
lonely for contemplation, the trail leads not merely north and south, but 
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Don't let it get in the way 
of your spring break 
lylelylrag 
T:o many people, spring isn't really here until they can slather coconut oil on their bodies 
and bake in the sun. 
Sounds wonderful, until the reality sets in. If 
you're not careful, that warming, welcome sun can 
turn your hide blistering red instead of golden 
brown. 
Ultraviolet light emitted by the sun, and the 
radiation inherent in it, Is responsible for this 
travesty that ruins vacations and complexions alike. 
Our sun also emits rather friendly light, in 
comparison, called infrar;ed light. This light warms 
objects it comes Into contact with, Including your 
body, but causes no damage to the skin. · 
Sunburns come in different types. The most 
common type, plain old red skin, Is a first-degree 
burn and ·constitutes the mildest damage. When 
your skin blisters and peels it Is telling you that the 
sun has perpetrated a second-degree burn on it. 
More serious than first-degree burns, · second-
degree burns cause actual loss of skin layers. 
The pigment contained in the melanocytes in 
your skin cause you to be tan or fair-skinned. 
Everyone has some pigment In their skin. Melanin, 
or the lack of it, seems to affect the amount of 
sunlight you can tolerate. 
Para-amino-benzolc acid (PABA) is the best 
ultraviolet ray block, according to Dr. Paxton J. 
Smith, a resident physician through Marshall 
University. The best of the suntan lotions contain 
different amounts of PABA which allow you to 
gradually build up your tolerance to the sun. 
Most suntan lotions are rated according to how 
much PABA they have in them. The PABA levels 
enable you to stay out in the sun for longer or 
shorter amounts of time. The number on the 
bottles is referred to as a Sun Protection Factor 
(SPF). For example, a low number, say 2, enables 
you to stay out in the sun twice as long as you could 
without sun protection. A higher rating of 15 
enables you to bask 15 times as long. 
The universal mark of the lifeguard, a completely 
white nose, shows another l(ood protection from 
the sun. Zinc oxide provides an almost complete 
block to the sun and therefore can help prevent 
damage to the skin, according to Smith. 
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Suntan lotions, no matter how high the SPF, 
cannot adequately protect you from the sun's 
harmful rays if you don't apply them correctly. The 
important thing to remember about sun protection 
is that it needs reapplication to be effective, said 
Smith. If you swim or sweat off the lotion, try to 
_reapply it for maximum protection. 
Sunburn is your skin's way of letting you know 
that it has been damaged. In this culture, tanning is 
associated with healthy, smiling, beautiful people. 
But some studies show that tanning also has a high 
potential of damage. Increased sun exposure can 
cause increased wrinkling, drying of the skin and 
skin cancer. 
The worst type of skin cancer, melanoma, is 
probably not related to sun exposure, accordng to 
Smith. Signs to look for with this disease are moles 
that change color because of cancer affecting the 
melanin-containing cells. 
The other two types of skin cancer have 41 good 
correlation between sun exposure and their 
occurrence, said Smith. Basal cell carcinoma, 
sometimes called epithelioma, and squamous cell 
carcinoma can be taken care of relatively easily if 
diagnosed and treated early, he said. 
Some people don't classify basal cell carcinoma 
as a true cancer, Smith said. This type of disease is 
slow growing and doesn't spread to other organs 
very often. The name epitheliorna allows for this 
discrepancy, he said. 
People that have a lot of sun exposure like life 
guards, farmers or construction workers, have a 
higher incidence of skin cancer. The cancers 
generally grow on the sun-exposed areas of the 
face a·nd neck. · 
Skin cancer can generally be cured by surgery in 
the early stages, Smith said. Other treatments 
include burning the cancer off with electric 
current or freezing it off, he said. · 
As for long-range effects of the sun, ultraviolet 
light tends to break down some of the connective 
tissue and underlying support structure which can 
cause dry skin and wrinkling. 
The sun burns just as effectively if you are 
planning to stay home and lay out in your backyard 
or if you go all-out and take that spring break trip to 
Ft. Lauderdale. The reflection of sun on the water 
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or on the sand tends to increase the 
chances of sunburn. Of course, 
Florida is closer to the equator which 
means more intense sun, as well. The 
sun is hotter; indicating more 
infrared rays are bombarding your 
body which automatically means 
more ultraviolet rays can potentially 
damage your skin. 
People with very fair skin should 
take more precautions when they 
expose themselves to the elements. 
They should limit their length of 
exposure time and .start off 
sunbathing with higher SPF lotions. 
Because they burn more easily they 
have the capacity for doing more 
damage to their skin. 
If you a pp roa ch su n a n d 
sunbathing with a healthy att!tude 
and realistic expectations, you can 
eliminate the pain and misery of 
sunburn. (And-maybe even build up a 
respectable tan.) Work up gradually 
to a tan and be sure to use the proper 
SPF suntan lotion for your skin type. 
See the box on this page for some 
guidelines. 
If you notice some abnormal 
changes in your skin, such as moles 
that change color or dark patches 
that persist, you should seek the 
attention of a physician, according to 
Smith. 
This chart will tell you what Sun Protection Factor (SPF) is best for 
your skin type. Use suntan lotions with the indicated SPF factor for the 
first four weeks of your tanning schedule. Begin with 30 minute blocks 
of sun exposure every day for the first week and gradually build up 
your sun time. The hottest period of the day is from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., so 
be more careful during this time. 
SPF fat WHk 2ndWHk 3rd WHk 4th WHk 
Type 1: 
Easily burns, 15 15 15 15 
Never tans 
Type 2: 
Burns easily, 15 15 8 to 10 8 to 10 
Tans little 
Type 3: 
Burns moderately, 10 10 6 4 to 6 
Tans gradually 
Type 4: 
Burns little, 6 6 4 4 
Tans very well 
Type 5: 
Rarely burns, 
Tans deeply 4 4 • • 
(Asians, light-toned 
blacks) 
Type 6: None, 
Rarely burns, Except 
(Deeply pigmented in tropical None* None* 
blacks) Areas* 
*Sunscreen is optional during these weeks, although you may wish to 
use it to help moisturize your skin or maintain its texture. If you wish to 
stop tanning at this point, however, you should switch to a highly 
protective sunscreen with an SPF of 15. 
DAYTONA BEACH '84 
"Marshall Springbreak 3/9-3/18" 
•Seven nights at Safari Beach 
Motel (On the Beach). 
•Roundtrip transportation by charter 
bus with FREE beer, soda and snacks. 
•Live Entertainment 
(Weather permitting). 
•Ideal Location, No car needed. 
•Rooms include color cable T.V-., 
phones and air conditioning 
•Large pool at motel with full deck. 
13 
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Getting f-i:om--lhere to t
1
here and l:>~Gk. 
By Nancy Adam, 
.. 
Car Maintenance n, ,, 
Spring break means a rest for you. But if your vacation plans include 
driving any distance at all, giving your · 
car a thorough check, following a few 
travel tips and packing a survival kit 
can give you and your car a break 
instead of a breakdown. 
Before you leave, you should 
check all basic systems of the car, said 
Dr. Allan Stern, assistant professor of 
education. 
Stern, who teaches in the Depart-
ment of Occupational Adult Safety 
Education, said that a vehicle gener-
ally gives signs that indicate potential 
trouble. Leaking fluids or trouble 
starting the car are clues that your car 
Survival kit 
needs attention. Being aware of these 
signs can save you grief down the 
road. 
"The biggest, most important thing 
(in preparing for a trip) is to get a 
tune-up," Stern said. "A tune-up is 
preventative to a breakdown. There's 
nothing worse than breaking down in 
the middle of nowhere." 
In addition, a tune-up will improve 
fuel economy, thus saving money, he 
said. 
It is also important to make sure the 
brakes work well. If the car still goes 
with the brake pedal depressed, if the 
brakes squeal or pull to one side, you 
may need new brake parts. 
Trouble starting the car may signal 
a weak battery. A full-service station 
should be able to test your battery to 
make sure it is fully charged and that 
none of the cells are weak. 
Other parts of the car which Stem 
recommended examining are: tires, 
lights, turn signals, fluid levels, hoses, 
filters and fan belts. 
A flat tire will get you nowhere fast, 
so check to make sure the air pres-
sure meets recommended specifica-
tions for your car. Traveling on 
underinflated tires can reduce your 
gas mileage by up to 50 percent, Stern 
said. 
A front tire that is showing signs of 
uneven wear may mean that the front 
end is out of alignment. If your tires 
are bald, you should consider getting 
new ones. 
. ~ 
In addition to the four tires on your 
car, it would be wise to check the 
spare tire. A tire can lose air just 
sitting. 
Headlights, brake lights and turn 
signals should be replaced if they 
aren't working. 
While you mnight be hoping for a 
sunny vacation, it does rain in March 
so make sure your windshield wipers 
work. 
Major fluid levels also need to be 
checked. These include automatic 
transmission fluid, oil, coolant, brake 
fluid, · windshield cleaner and power 
steering fluid. 
Cracked hoses, dirty filters or loose 
fan belts need to be replaced. 
P reventative maintenance for yourcardoesgoa long way toward insuring a trouble-free trip. 
But Murphy's Law, which states "If anything can go 
wrong, it will," certainly applies to cars. 
2. Tool kit. A screwdriver for tightening a clamp 
on your battery or fixing a light might come in 
handy. So would a roll of duct tape if a hose should 
develop a hole. An adjustable wrench and a pair of 
pliers can handle many loose nuts and bolts. At 
least you'll be able to make it to the nearest service 
station. 
6. Major credit card. While businesses in your 
hometown might honor checks, it's a fact of mod-
ern life that service stations along the interstates 
won't. So if you don't have a credit card, maybe 
your parents would loan their card for you trip. It 
would only be common courtesy though to let 
them know that lending their credit could result in 
long-term financial uncertainty for them. 
If your car should happen to break down, don't 
panic. Instead, get the car as far as possible off the 
road and if it is something minor, reach for your 
survival kit. 
Stern recommended a number of items that you 
should carry in your car. 
1. First-aid kit. You don't have to be a medical 
student to know how to take care of a minor injury 
like a cut or scrape. Most auto supply stores have 
inexpensive small kits that contain the essentials. 
3. Flares, reflectors. While you may feel pretty 
conspicuous if your car breaks down, motorists 
may not see you, particularly in the dark. 
4. Jumper cables. These can be a quick fix for a 
contrary battery. 
5. CB radio. If you break down in an isloated area 
or are traveling in a group of several cars, a CB is 
useful. Channel 9 is the official traveler's channel 
monitored by many truckers. Otherwise, in order 
to call for help, you'd have to have a group with 
you that has the volume of the Marshall cheering 
section at the Mar uette ame. 
Trip tips 
7. Working flashlight. It is much easier to see in 
the dark with a flashlight that works. 
8. Car jack, tools to change tire. Nothing can be 
more frustrating than to have a spare tire but no 
way to change it. So unless a football player or P.E. 
major is along to lift the car, a jack and tools are 
essential. 
9. Dimes. If all else fails, you'll need a dime to call 
a tow truck. 
I n addition to making sure your car is in top shape and carrying a survival kit, several important tips can make your trip safer and more enjoyable. 
However simple it seems, buckling your seat belt may increase your 
chances of survival in the event of an accident. 
" Spring break is a time to relax, forget the pressures of college, Stern said. 
"There are going to be thousands of students on the highways. Of those 
thousands, several of them will have accidents. Some aren't going to come 
back because they will die in an auto accident. The probable cause of their 
dying will be the failure to wear a seat belt. 
"If you choose not to wear a seat belt, how do you know you're not going 
to have an accident? Your best chances of surviving are if you wear a seat 
belt, Stern said." 
A couple of ways to stay alert while traveling are to plan stops every 
couple of hours and switch drivers every hour or two. 
Avoiding rush hours and congested areas can only enhance your trip. 
Nobody wants to spend spring break in a traffic jam. 
Observing the speed limit not only will keep you from getting a ticket but 
will improve your gas mileage. U.S. Department of Energy figures show that 
if you were traveling the same distance at 55 mph and 70 mph, you would 
get 20 percent more miles per gallon traveling 55 mph. That is a savings of 
four gallons in every 20 gallons. 
Stern had a word of advice if you're planning on drinking and driving: 
Don't. 
In any of the eight states (Kentucky, West Virginia, Tennessee, Virginia, 
North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia) you might travel through on 
the way to Florida, all have strict laws governing driving while drinking. 
These states have an " Implied Consent" law which says that anyone who 
operates a motor vehicle in that state consents to take a chemical test if 
arrested for DWI (Drinking Under the Influence). Refusal to take this test 
will result in a suspension of your driver's license from three to six months. 
You may also be fined and jailed if later found guilty of DWI. 
Packing the car is a group effort for Huntington senior Mark Helmer(left), 
Heather lee (center), Parsons junior and Kim Bet/er, junior from Elkins. 
It is also against the law in North Carolina to have an open alcoholic 
beverage container or carry more than one gallon of an alcoholic beverage 
in the car. Photo by Kelly Brau. 
. , 
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but which road? 
Getting there 
f Florida beaches are your desti-
nation for spring break, you may 
save yourself up to 120 miles depend-
ing upon which route you choose. 
For the Huntington area, two 
routes are widely used to travel to 
Florida, according to Ann Chambers, 
director of domestic travel for the 
Huntington Automobile Club. 
Starting in Huntington, the route 
with the fewest miles to Ft. Lauder-
dale or Tampa begins with Interstate 
64 east to Charleston, then continues 
on the W. Va. Turnpike to just past 
Princeton, W. Va. where it runs into 
Interstate 77. It continues on 1-77 
south to Columbia, S.C. where it 
intersects with Interstate 26. From 
that point, you proceed on 1-26 to its 
intersection with Interstate 95. By fol-
lowing 1-95 south through the eastern 
rt of Geor ia and the Atlantic coast 
Above the clouds 
of Florida, you will eventually end up 
in Ft. Lauderdale. 
The total one-way mileage to Ft. 
Lauderdale on this route is 1,028. 
If Tampa is your destination, going 
this route would take you 869 miles. 
The other well-traveled route b~g-
ins on 1-64 in Huntington westto Lex-
ington, Ky. The route continues on 
Interstate 75 south out of Lexington 
to Ft. Lauderdale. 
If Tampa is your destination, this 
route would take you 958 miles. 
The Huntington Automobile Club 
used to recommend the 1-64, 1-75 
route but has begun suggesting the 
shorter W.Va. Turnpike route, 
Chambers said. 
Chambers said that people say that 
traffic is heavy on 1-75. " But traffic is 
heavy on 1-95 too," she said. "And 
you always have to be careful on the 
turnpike." 
AAA recommended 
route to Florida 
I f you've been thinking of book-ing a flight to a sunny Florida 
beach for spring break, better think 
again and make other transportation 
plans. 
In fact, it might be a good idea to 
get next year's spring break flight 
plans off the ground before the 
leaves begin falling in autumn. 
COMING SOON. 
Cheryl Ward, travel agent with the 
Huntington AAA, said that last Sep-
tember she ran into some soldout 
flights to popular Florida getaways 
like Ft. Lauderdale, Tampa or 
Orlando. 
While you might be able to secure 
a seat now from Huntington to 
Atlanta or Pittsburgh, the possibility 
of making the last leg of your flight to 
the beach is a question mark. That's 
because all flights from the larger cit-
ies like Atlanta or Pittsburgh to Flor-
ida are soldout. 
As an alternative to the US Air or 
Piedmont flights from Huntington, 
some people are turning to the Peo-
ple's Express flights out of Columbus, 
Ohio. But getting on these flights is 
chancy at best, Ward said. Most of the 
People's Express flights are booked 
and seating is generally on a first-
come, first -served basis. 
One way to get around the booked 
Florida flights of March 8-10 and 
March 16-18 is to leave in mid-week 
around March 12 or 13, Ward said. 
The good side to leaving later is 
that you may get to the beach. The 
bad side is that you may only get to 
stay a couple of days or if you stay an 
entire week you may miss classes 
(which to some may not seem so 
bad.) 
In any case, planning ahead is the 
name of the game if you expect to get 
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Break perfect time for job search 
By Kelly Meulnger 
I f your thoughts of summer fun don't include the risk of sunburn, 
bee stings and other routine evi ls, 
perhaps the safety of bringing home a 
paycheck would be more to your 
liking. 
But you better start looking now 
for someone to pay you. 
" The best job seekers have the best 
planning skills," said Reginald 
Spencer, director of the Career Plan-
ning and Placement Center. 
Many college students use spring 
break to plan and even start their job 
search. Getting a jump on your com-
petitors requires recognizing the 
importarrce of the job hunt and giv-
ing up the chance for a Florida tan. 
Starting early, having a well-written 
resume and dressing appropriately 
for the interview are not the only 
important tactics in getting a summer 
or permanent job, Spencer said. 
Rehearsing the interview also is an 
answer. 
" If you think about it, you can 
pretty much figure out what the 
interviewer will ask you," he said. 
" What kind of characteristics would 
you look for in hiring someone in 
your field?" 
Spencer said recruiters may ask 
some of the following questions: 
What do you want to be doing five 
years from now? What do you think 
are your greatest strengths and wea-
knesses? Why should you be hired? 
Why did you choose this company? 
What did you learn from your invol-
vement in extra-curricular activities 
in college? 
The interview is the most important 
part of the job search, he said. During 
an interview, responses and behav-
iors must be conventional -- nothing 
outlandish -- or the interviewer will 
not even consider you. 
In other words, gentlemen, leave 
your earrings at home. 
Spring break is an ideal time to 
schedule interviews with employers. 
Initial contact can be established ii) 
severaJ ways. The best way is to go 
dressed nicely to the company, 
Spencer said. Have a resume, but do 
not assume you will be interviewed. 
Get the interviewer's name and title 
and try to arrange an appointment. 
The second-best method is a 
phone call, he said. State your inter-
ests, and get the necessary informa-
tion about the interviewer. Try to 
arrange an appointment. Sending a 
follow-up letter saying you called and 
whom you talked with helps, Spencer 
said. 
The next-best tactic is to have 
someone you know within the com-
pany refer you and give your resume 
to whomever is in charge of hiring. 
However, the effectiveness of this 
method depends on how much clout 
the employee has, Spencer said. You 
should check back for an interview. 
During initial contact or during an 
interview, presenting yourself can be 
a problem. Students may battle being 
the " little girl " or "l ittle boy," 
Spencer said. 
"Too many times students, because 
of this, feel they can't cope (with 
employers)," he said. 
While planning your assault on 
employers do not forget people you 
know who have contacts, Spencer 
said. Building a network of " lookers" 
supplied with your resumes can help. 
Friends, relatives c1nd former busi-
ness associates may have good con-
nections in other cities. Even your 
clergyman can help if he knows other 
religious leaders who have ties with 
employers, Spencer said. 
Permanent and summer jobs are 
out there, but employment will vary 
depending on the pool of employa-
ble people available, Spencer said. 
"You have to remember many laid-
off people, school teachers and other 
college students are all looking," he 
said. "It is best to have a primary plan 
and a back-up system when looking. 
"But some freshmen and sopho-
mores may not have enough course., 
work behind them to get summer 
jobs in their fields." 
Good opportunities for summer 
jobs are in outdoor activities, Spencer 
said. Construction, parks and recrea-
tion industries, resorts and camps are 
possibilities. 
For permanent jobs, the demand in 
fields such as math, engineering, 
geology, business, chemistry, health, 
secretarial and computer science still 
exists , he said. For teachers, math, 
science, specia l education and 
speech-hearing work is available, he 
said. 
People fearing a glut in the compu-
ter science "market do not need to 
worry , Spencer said . 
" It will keep booming and blos-
soming," he said. " It is not an easy 
fie ld to complete (in college)." 
To find a permanentjob, start look-
ing at least one year to six months 
before graduating, he said. If you do 
not start this soon, your expectations 
may have to be lowered. 
The more you practice job-
hunting, the better you get at it, he 
said. 
To help students find jobs, the 
placement center offers seminars and 
workshops in interviewing, resume 
writing, geographical relocation and 
other relevant areas. More informa-
tion may be obtained by calling 696-
2370. 
However, if you can ' t decide 
between sun and sums, Spencer has 
the answer for your spring break. 
" Interview while going to and from 
Florida." 
Be aware of your rights when interviewing 
By Kelly Messinger 
I f you're a woman or a minority, you might find yourself in a no-
win situation as soon as an inter-
viewer opens the door 
Most interviewers today are white 
males, said DeWayne Lyles, coordi-
nator of the minority students pro-
gram at Marshall University. 
" Discrimination still exists," he 
said. "Most of the white male inter-
viewers have their own white male 
values. As a minority or a woman you 
must be prepared to present yourself 
properly." 
Lyles used Black English to illustrate 
his point. 
" Do not use Black English," he said. 
" I don't mean to put aside your 
values or let go of your culture. It is 
important to maintain your culture, 
and it helps you to know yourself. But 
you must make sure you are prepared 
(for the interview) and present your-
self well." 
Prese nt ing yo urse l f m ea n s 
emphasizing your good attributes 
and acknowledging flaws if asked. 
Knowing how to present yourself is 
based on self analysis. 
"You must look at yourself," Lyles 
said. "Personality, attitude and social 
skills are critical." 
Needless to say, you must be aca-
demically trained for a skill, but your 
years of college training cannot help 
you find a job if you do not know 
where to look. 
To be in the mainstream of contact, 
Lyles says you should not hesitate to 
ask professors, the Placement Center 
at Marshall or anyone in the com-
munity for help in finding a job or 
establishing contacts. Publications 
geared for your field may advertise 
openings. 
If you are a woman, you have some 
additional considerations to deal 
with while searching for a job. 
How do you answer an employer 
wh?> asks if you plan to marry and 
leave the company? What if he wants 
to know if you want children? 
These are illegal questions. Dealing 
with them requires tact. 
" You can say to an employer that 
the questions are illegal, but that you 
choose to answer them," said Patty 
Matters, coo rdinato r of women's 
programs at the Women's Center at 
M arshall. "However, this can ruin 
your chances for a particular job." 
Another potential problem can be 
sexual harassment. 
This is particu larly p reva lent in 
non-traditional jobs, Matters said , 
and it is difficult to prove. 
If you feel you have overcome the " You have a better chance if you 
potential job-hunting obstacles but have multiple interviewers, or if one 
do not think you have been treated of them is black or a woman and will 
fairly, some alternatives are possible. speak up for you." 
" Discrimination is hard to justify," If you want to go one step further, 
Lyles said. "And in a one-on-one contacting the State Human Rights 
situation it is hard to determine, Commission with "bona fide" proof 
unless a historical, recorded pattern - is possible, Lyles said. If someone is 
exists. ~bbit uncertain about this step, Lyles said 
l he is available to give advice, or the 
,I \[ : (i} 1 ~~student affairs office can be of help. 
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Spring shape-up sheds 
winter's wearying weight 
By Kelly Messinger 
I f you had planned to haul out your swimwear for a spring break 
trip south, those sneaky winter 
pounds may have convinced you not 
to. 
Man y nutri ti onists and health 
experts say a safe weight loss of one to 
two pounds per week is the best way 
to get to your goal weight; however, 
for some people this rate can be 
frustrating. 
" One to two pounds per week is 
not reinforcing enough," said Dr. 
Donald D. Chezik, chairman of the 
Marshall University Psychology 
Department. " If you have a 300-
pound person who needs to lose 150 
pounds, then that means three years 
of dieting." 
Chezik, who has directed the psy-
chology department's weight loss 
clinic, says a loss of four to five 
pounds a week can be accomplished, 
but nutritional problems may occur. 
If someone has a few pounds to lose, 
then one to two Many authorities 
agree that to lose weight effectively 
proper dieting and exercise should 
be followed. 
"The cruelest hoax you can play on 
anyone is to say you can lose (weight) 
without exercise," Chezik said. 
It has been proven that mild exer-
cise, such as doing 10 minutes a day, 
actually decreases appetite, he said. 
Chezik says research has proven 
that incorporating exercise into your 
daily life can help. Using the stairs 
instead of the elevator, walking to 
work or parking 10 blocks away from 
your destination can be done easily. 
The easier- you make something, 
then the more likely people are to do 
it, he said. 
Even though it often is not easy, 
• exercise causes a loss of fat. As you 
get older you lose muscle tone and 
fat can increase. 
" Muscle tissue is better than fat 
tissue," said Dr. Daniel S. Shook, 
assistant professor of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation at 
Marshall. 
Decreasing body fat and increasing 
lean body weight is what you should 
do, Shook said. You should be con-
cerned with not only weight loss but 
fat loss also, he added . 
For example, if someone weighs 
190 pounds and exercises and diets 
for weeks he may still weigh 190, 
Shook said. If he is weighed under-
water you may find his percent of 
body fat is lower. In other words, 
there is more muscle tissue, he said. 
To put body density in perspective, 
Shook said if you throw a hunk of 
lean meat into water it will sink. If you 
throw the same volume of fatinto the 
water it will float to the top, he said. 
To get in shape, a regular exercise 
program done three ti mes a week can 
help, he said . 
To start a weekly program, begin 
with 15 to 20 minutes each session 
and gradually build after a few weeks 
to a 40-minute workout, Shook said. 
To begin a session, the first 10 min-
utes should consist of flexibility and 
stretching exercises to prevent tear-
ing of muscles and tendons, he said. 
The next 15to 20 minutes should be 
an aerobic-type exercise, which 
could be walking, jogging, swimming 
or cycling, Shook said. The rest of the 
time should consist of cooling down 
exercises, he added. 
For strength and endurance, Shook 
recommends weight lifting or using 
nautilus equipment. 
" Nautilus equipment is great for 
the non-serious lifter," he said. "Free 
weights require more time and you 
need to get a spotter." 
Cardiovascular or aerobic fitness 
helps decrease fat, stress and choles-
terol levels, blood pressure and, of 
course, decreases body fat, he said . 
Can you afford to 
ignore a customer who has 
$2 Million to spend 1 ~ 
each month? 
If not, 'you need to speak to Marshall student&. The more 
than 11,000 student& spend approxima tely $2 million 
each month in addition to what they pay for room, board 
and tuition.• 
The beet way to reach that market ie through The Parthenon advertising. No 
other media outlet can give you better coverage at Marshall University. ' / 
If you have the bueineee you can handle, you don't need us. But if you can' t afford to ignore 
customers with $2 million to spend a mon th 
Advertise in Tlie Partlienon 
311 Smith Hall 
3rd Ave. and Hal Greer Blvd. 
Marshall University 
Huntington, W.Va . 25701 
Phone (304) 696-2367 
•Based on results of a national survey by 
Beldon Associates of College Students 
spending habits. 
Information source: CASS Student Advertis-
ing, Inc. The College Mark et Profile of Stu-
dent& ae consumers. 
For the college student, finding 
time to start and continue a program 
can be difficult. 
" For a college lifestyle, 1t is hard to 
fit exercise into a schedule," he said. 
Many college students do not think 
about the time when the body starts 
to fall apart, he added. 
But taking time now can help 
establish a routine for life. 
"Make exercise like brushing your 
teeth -- a habit you don't even think 
about," Shook said. 
If you get out of the habit for more 
than four days since a previous wor-
kout, you quickly begin to lose cardi-
ovascular endurance, he said. 
Initially, it takes three to four weeks 
for the body to adjust to an exercise 
program, but the important thing to 
remember is to start with a low inten-
sity and not overdo for these few 
weeks, he said. 
In other words, it is not possible in a 
few weeks to get in perfect shape to 
expose your skin for southern spring 
break travels. 
Changing dietary habits in con-
junction with exercise may help you 
lose a few pounds before spring 
break. 
Decreasing consumption of fatty 
17 
foods and red meat and eating more 
vegetables and fruits can help. 
Fruits and vegetables are bulky and 
take up space, and they fill you up, 
according to Dr. Grace Bennett, pro-
fessor of home economics at 
Marshall. 
Fish and chicken are good alterna-
tives, but remember to take the skin 
off the chicken, she said. 
Eating breakfast is a good idea. If 
you eat a morning meal you will not 
be starved by noon and eat more than 
you should, she said. 
Fasting can be as bad as skipping 
breakfast. 
Fasting does not help in the long 
run, Bennett said. Water is lost and 
often it is gained back, she added. 
A 1,200~calorie-a-day diet is a good 
average diet for reducing safely, she 
said. 
But eattng sugar, whether on a diet 
or not, is often thought of as bad for a 
dieter; however, Bennett said it is not 
bad if it is eaten in small quantities. 
A little bit of sugar can satisfy your 
appetite, and you quit eating, she 
said. 
Chezik said his solution to eating 
sugar or almost anything else he 
wants is to run -- 40 miles a week. 
The sisters of the 
Gamma Beta Chapter 
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battle of the Revolutionary War. A granite shaft 84 
feet tall commemorates the battle. At its base is a 
statue of a typical Virginia woodsman of the period, 
and the grave of "Mad Anne" Bailey, a pioneer 
woman soldier and border scout, lies just to the 
south. 
The first battle of the Revolution may well have 
been fought at Point Pleasant, but the last battle of 
the war was fought in Wheeling. On Sept. 11, 1782, 
40 British and 260 Indians attacked Fort Henry 
because news of the peace had not reached the 
outpost. The site of the fort is marked by a memor-
ial stone on Main Street. 
When Virginia seceded from the Union, dele-
gates from the western counties met and set up the 
"Restored Government of Virginia," with Wheel-
ing as its capitaJ. After West Virginia was admitted 
to the Union in 1863, Wheeling was the capital until 
1870 and again from 1875 to 1885. 
West Virginia Independence Hall was formerly 
the Wheeling Custom House. From 1861 to 1863, 
the building also housed the conventions that 
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003 
declared West Virginia's independence from Virgi-
nia. Restored rooms and a film interpret these 
events. Changing historical exhibits also are fea-
tured, and self-guiding tours of the building, 
including the restored courtroom, also are availa-
ble. Independe nce Hall is open Monday through 
Friday, 10 to 4; and Sunday from 1 to 4. Admission is 
free. 
Oglebay Park offers 1,500 acres of gardens and 
greenhouses, three golfcourses, toboggani ng, 
indoor tennis and ice skating in the winter. 
Mansion Museum, also In Oglebay Park, is fur-
nished with items reflecting life during early Ohio 
Valley days. Admission is $2.50 for adults; over 55, 
$2; students with ID, $1.50; under 12, free. Hours: 
Monday through Saturday, 9:30 to 5; Sunday 1 to 5. 
West Virginia's glass industry also touches Willi-
amstown, where tours of Fenton Art Glass cover 
the glass-making process from the furnace to the 
fin ished product. All art glass is hand-pressed or 
hand-blown. Hours: Monday through Saturday, 8 
to 5, with hours extended until 8 p.m. Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. Adults, $1; over 12, S.50. 
Travel west into Ohio and your vacation possibil-
ities expand widely. 
If your vacation trip should take you to Akron, a 
wide range of activities awaits. The Akron Art 
Museum features exhibitions of regional, national 
and international art dating from 1850 to the pres-
ent. Open Tuesday through Friday, noon to 5; Sat-
urday, 9 to 5; Sunday, 1 to 5. Admission is free: 
Reaching back into Akron's past, you might want 
to visit the Perkins Mansion, built in 1837 by Col. 
Simon Perkins, whose father founded Akron. The 
Greek Revival mansion is furnished with original 
and period pieceds. Across the street is the house 
where abolitionist John Brown lived for two years. 
Both are open Tuesday through Sunday from 1 to 5; 
admission is $1 .50 for adults and $1 for those over 65 
and under 16. 
Rail fans might enjoy a visit to Quaker Square, 
the renovated factory buildings of the Quaker Oats 
Co. Oatmeal and other products were produced 
there until 1970, and today the complex features 
restaurants, specialty shops and boutiques, as well 
as articles from the past. 
The REA building contains a collection of hand-
made scale-model trains that trace the history of 
railroading from the early 19th century to the pres-
ent. Trains run on the hour for three to five minutes 
on Tuesday through Thursday and Sunday from 1 
to 6; Friday and Saturday from 1 to 8: They may be 
viewed daily from noon til 9; admissions is S.25, 
under 5 free . 
Stan Hywet Hall and Gardens were built in 1911-
15 by Frank Seiberling, founder of the Goodyear 
and Seiberling Rubber companies. Considered 
one of the finest examples of Tudor Revival archi-
tecture in the United States, the 65-room manor 
house has the original antique furnishings and art 
treasures from the 14th century. Hand-carved oak, 
walnut and sandalwood paneling throughout is 
finely crafted. Some find the molded plaster ceil-
ings and intricate stained-glass and leaded win-
dows are particularly interesting. 
Museum and gardens are open Tuesday through 
Saturday from 10 to 4; Sunday from 1 to 4. Adults, 
$4.50; ages 6 to 12, $1 .50. GArdens only, $2; 6 to 12, 
$.75. 
Down the road, you'll find Canton, perhaps best-
known for the Pro Football Hall of Fame. Exhibits at 
the Hall run the gamut of professional footba ll 
history -- including films and memorabilia of pro 
football history and features on the teams and indi-
vidual stars involved in the game. Open daily from 
9 to 5; admission, $3 for adults; over 65, $1 .50; 5 to 
13, $1 . 
In southwestern Ohio, Cincinnati offers ample 
opportunities for a spring break vacation. The Cin-
cinnati Art Museum reviews civilization through 
sculpture, painting and prints, ancient musical 
inst ruments, costumes, textiles and decorative arts. 
Open Tuesday through Saturday, 10 to 5; Sunday, 1 
to 5. Adults, $2; senior citizens and a12 to 18, $1; 3 
to 11, S.25. 
The Taft Museum offers a wide variety of art to 
visitors there. Rembrandt, Turner, Goya, Gainsbo-
rough and Corot are among the major painters in 
its collection, which also features French Renais-
sance enameled pieces, jewelry, watches and Chi-
nese porcelain. Open Monday through Saturday 
from 10 to 5; Sunday from 2 to 5 at no charge. 
If art isn't really what you' re looking for, you 
might want to try the Cincinnati Museum of Natu-
ral History, the Cincinnati Zoo, or the Krohn Con-
servatory. The Museum of Natural History features 
Ohio flora and fauna along a wilderness trail, a 
replica of a cavern containing a waterfall, an insect 
gallery and exhibits pertaining to Ohio Indian 
culture. 
There also are mineral, fossil and dinosaur exhib-
its, as well as changing shows throughout the year. 
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Planetarium shows are held Saturday and Sunday at 
1, 2 and 3; adults, $1.50, students under $12, $1. 
Museum open Tuesday through Saturday 9 to 
4:30; Sunday 12:30 to 5. Adults $1 .50, under 12, $.75. 
The Cincinnati Zoological Gardens features 10 
rare white Bengal tigers, an insect world and an 
outdoor gorilla habitat. The zoo is open daily from 
9 to 5. Adults $3.75; senior citizens, $1 .50; under 12, 
$1.50. 
Located in Eden Park, the Irwin M. Krohn Con-
servatory has permanent and seasonal displays of 
flowers and plants. Permanent plantings include 
desert, jungle and tropical offerings. Open daily 
from 10 to 5 free of charge. 
The largest city in Ohio, Cleveland has a popula-
tion of 1,898,700; it offers a wide variety of ac tivities 
for residents and visitors alike. The Cleve land 
Aquarium exhibits marine and freshwater plants 
and animals from around the world. One of the 
main features of the aquarium is devoted to the 
development of life in water. Ope,:, Tuesday 
through Saturday, 10 to 5; Sunday noon to 6. 
Adults, $2; ages 6to 18, $1. Free Tuesday and Thurs-
day from 3 to 5. 
The Cleveland Metroparks Zoo displays mam-
mals and birds in their natural habitats. Lions and 
tigers are kept in an outdoor moated area, and 
there are six outdoor bear gro ttos. Open daily, 9 to 
5; adults $2; 2 to 11, $1 ; free Monday through 
Friday 9 to 11 . Wheelchairs, $1; strollers, $1. 
Collections at the Cleveland Museum of Natural 
History re present the art of all cultures and periods, 
displayed chronologically from ancient Egypt to 
the present. Works include those of Monet, 
Renoir, Picasso, Van Gogh, Rauschenberg and 
Georgia O ' Keefe. Open Tuesday, Thursday and 
Friday from 10 to 6; Wednesday, 10 to 10; Saturday, 
9 to 5, and Sunday, 1 to 6. Admission is free. 
At the Cleveland Museum of Natural History, 
displays include birds, ma mmals, gemstones and 
fossil fish. Exhibits interpret early man and the nat-
ural history of the region, focusing on armored fish 
and sharks found in Ohio shales, as well as a 70-
foot dinosaur. 
Planetarium shows Saturday at 11, 2, 3, and 4; 
Sunday at 2, 3 and 4; under 6 not admitted. The 
museum is open Tuesday, Thursday and Satu rday 
from 10 to 5; Monday and Wednesday 10 to 10; 
Sunday 1 to 5:30. Adults, $2.50; over 65 and 6 to 18, 
$1 . Free Tuesday and Thursday from 3 to 5. 
The NASA-Lewis Visito r Information Center 
brings visito rs into the space age with lecture dem-
onstrations, e xhibits and movies on manned and 
unmanned space exploration. Included are e xhib-
its on the space shuttle, jet propulsion, satellites, 
alternative energy sources and medical and health 
applications of aerospace technology. Open Mon-
day through Friday 9 to 4; Saturday from 10 to 3; 
Sunday 1 to 5. Admission is free. 
The Western Reserve Historical Society main-
tains two museums that may be of interest to 
Cleveland visitors. The first, the Frede rick C. Craw-
ford Auto-Aviation Museum, has more than 200 
vehicles of transportation. Displays tracing the evo-
lution of the automobHe from 1895 to 1932 stress 
Cleveland ' s importance as an early car-
manufacturing center. 
At the restoration shop, visitors may watch as cars 
are refinished. On the lower level, is a turn-of-the-
century cobblestone street with blacksmith shop, 
music store, general store, barbershop, pharmacy, 
saloon and tobacco shop. Open Tuesday through 
Saturday, 10 to 5; Sunday noon to 5. 
Admission to the historical society is $2.50 for 
adults; $1.50 for senior citizens and students. 
Southwest of Cleveland, Columbus lies at the 
confluence of the Scioto and Olentangy rivers. 
See TRIPS, Page 19 
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one of the largest cities in the world named for 
Christopher Columbus, Ohio's capital city offers a 
wide range of cultural and historical activities, as 
well as some that are just plain fun. 
Heading south and west again will bring you to 
Dayton, home of the Wright brothers. 
Although it is a modern city, Dayton has ndt 
forgotten its past. Some original buildings still 
stand in one of the city's first communities, known 
today as the Oregon Historical District. 
The Cox Arboretum is a 172-acre preserve of 
nature trails, a shrub garden and other botanical 
collections. The arboretum also offers tours of its 
gardens and has a plant shop. The grounds are 
open daily from 8 to 4:30; the center is open Mon-
day through Friday, 8 to 4:30; Saturdays and Sun-
days from 9 to 1. Admission is free. 
The Dayton Art Institute houses a collection of 
European and Oriental art, including some 17th-
century paintings A pre-Columbian collection and 
two medieval cloisters might be of special interest. 
The Institute is open Tuesday through Friday and 
Sunday from noon to 5; Saturday from 9 to 5. 
Admission is free. 
The Dayton Museum of Natural History exhibits 
live small animals and reptiles, Indian artifacts and 
other natural specimens. Planetarium shows are 
held Tuesday and Friday at 7:30; Saturday at 2:30 
and 4; Sunday at 2:30, 3:30 and 4:30; admission $1 
for adults and S.50 for 6 to 17; S.25 for children 
under 6. 
Dayton trades further on its fame as the birth-
place of aviation since it is also the home of the 
United States Air Force Museum. Exhibits span the 
history of flight, including Apollo-series space cap-
sules, displays related to the atomic bomb and the 
history of flight. About 150 aircraft, among them 
the only remaining B-70, can be found either in the 
museum or on the grounds. Open Monday 
through Friday from 9 to 5; Saturday and Sunday 
froln 10 to 6. Admission is free. 
A state full of culture and natural beauty, Ken-
tucky also offers wide opportunities for a spring 
vacation. 
Bardstown, one of Kentucky's oldest towns, has 
r.nany reminders of the days when it was an impor-
tant political and social center. The chamber of 
commerce information center distributes bro-
chures outlining two walking tours of Bardstown's 
historic sites, foremost among them My O ld Ken-
tucky Home, the inspiration for the the Stephen 
Foster song of the same name. It was built in 1795 by 
- • ,I ...... : f .. ' .. t. 
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Judge Joh~ Rowan·, U.S. congressman and senator, 
chief justice of Kentucky and U.S. commissioner to 
Mexico. The park includes a family cemetery, a 
garden, a carillon, and a replica of Judge Rowan's 
law office. Open daily from 9 to 5; adults, $2; ages 6 
to 12, $.75. Guides are available. · 
Caves and caving are two of Kentucky's principal 
attractions and Cave City is the focal point for these 
activities. Mammoth Cave National Park is home to 
Mammoth Cavae, a series of underground pas-
sages diverse in their formations. Discovered in 
1798, it furnished saltpeter used to manufacture 
gunpowder during the War of 1812. 
There are four entrances to Mammoth Cave; the 
average temperature is 54 degrees. Tours of the 
cave, ranging in length from 11/2 to 41/2 hours, 
begin at the visitor center. Prices and sched1,1les are 
available at the visitor center. 
The Daniel Boone National Forest offers some of 
Kentucky's finest national beauty. A narrow strip of 
rugged mountain country, the forest contains nat-
ural sandstone cliffs, the Red River Gorge, natural 
stone arches, waterfalls and caves. 
At Elkhorn City, Breaks Interstate Park is adminis-
tered by Kentucky and Virginia. The Russell Fork of 
the Big Sandy River has cut a 1,500-foot-deep 
gorge, known as the Grand Canyon of the South, 
through Pine Mountain. Open daily from 7:30 to 6. 
Admission is free. 
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